Probably the least imaginatively named newsletter in the world...

The Club holds regular meetings in the function room of the Falcon Club, Egremont starting
at 7:30pm on Monday evenings.
Anyone is welcome to turn up and play. If you want to, you can just watch, but be warned:
Roleplaying is a participation hobby and makes dull viewing.
The Club’s activities include:
Table Top Roleplaying

Fantasy, Futuristic, Comic Book Superheroes, and
Gothic Horror.

Live Roleplaying

Using the Club’s own FADGES LRP rules… High Fantasy (KRYMSWORLD), Horror (HATCHET), Dark
Future (CONCRETE DREAMING), Dark Fantasy.

Wargaming

Table-top battle enactments featuring Ancient Britons,
Romans, Napoleonic, Wild West, Fantasy
(WarHammer) to name but a few!

Play-By-Mail

The Club hopes to run a PBM game shortly. Some
members play the infamous Quest game (and others)
offered by KJC Games

You can contact the Club through and of these people:
Jacqui Hastewell
Steve Proud

Tel: 01946-67611 (evenings)
Tel: 01946-62312 (evenings)

Coming up in Club News 41, we hope to bring you the next part of Mark Regan’s epic,
and anything else you care to submit!

Acknowledgements
Thanks to all of this issue’ s contributors, who are:Steve Proud,
Colin Proud,
Jacqui Hastewell,
Mark Regan,

Contributions
To put your article in Club News, give it to Geoff Brown
at the Club.

3. The Usual Blurb
4. The Chairbeing Speaks
5. The 24 hour Event is
here!
6. Announcements
8. Memoirs of a Madman
10. In Brief
12. The Truth About Elves
(part II)
14. Jack Daniels Book of
Faerie Tales
19. A Wandering Minstrel’ s
Journal
22. Prologue to Act 3

Alternatively, you can send it to:
Club News
29 Scalegill Road
Moor Row
Cumbria CA24 3JL
EMail it to:

ClubNews@Bigfoot.com
Mole@euphonium.freeserve.co.uk
Or even fax it to: 0870-164-0866

(Calls charges at national rates – so do it cheap rate.)

All submissions welcome… We support many different
formats but prefer Microsoft Word. Artwork is especially
appreciated. All materials will be returned if requested.

Your Editorial Team is:
Cursing his ego. After saying everything was running
smoothly, this issue has come out a week late.
Murphy
must be enjoying himself. Oh well, maybe next time….

Thought for the Issue :

Cogito cogito ergo
cogito sum
(I think that I think
therefore I might be)

he fact that you have heard very little from the committee this year
means one of two things firstly that we haven’ t actually done anything at all, or that everything is running smoothly and you don’ t
need us interrupting your role-playing to tell you that. I would like to assure
you that it IS the latter reason and we figured that since you turned up to
role-play, the best thing we could do was to let you all get on with it.
-

-

he Committee have met on a monthly basis since the AGM , and have
some active shadows as well as the full members. If anyone else is
interested about finding out more about any of the posts with a view
to standing at the next AGM (who am I kidding?) please come and talk to the
relevant person.
e have been working on improving the LRP equipment over the
last few months, mainly buying set dressing items but a full
check and inventory of the equipment and costumes is due to be
carried out within the next fortnight. We are also consolidating the Club’ s
FRP and wargaming equipment/books etc at Steve Proud’ s house, so if you
have any Club books, please could you let Steve know so we don’ t have to
resort to the hired goonsl
till on the topic of LRP, we are keen to encourage new refs to help
with events, so if you have any ideas, please talk to Fudge about this.
As a follow-up to one of the events last year, 15 points of XP were
awarded to all those players who took part in the Druith Wedding event last
September.

ou may also have noticed that the Chair is now conspicuous by her
absence from the Club on a M onday night although I can assure you
I will still be actively involved with the committee and the running
of the Club. This is due to getting a new job, which unfortunately means I’ m
working until at least 9pm on a M onday. I did offer my resignation, but the
rest of the committee (swines!) refused to accept it so if you’ re not happy
with this situation talk to one of them!!
-

-

-

he long awaited 24 hour event is now being organised as you may be
aware, and we hope the time up until Christmas will be a busy one
there are two LRP events planned, and I’ m sure the usual Christmas
revelry will also be happening. In the meantime please carry on doing what
you joined the Club to do, and enjoy your role-playing!!
Jacqui Hastewell
-

-

This year sees the return of the 24 hour sponsored Roleplay.

There will be three 8 hour session, with a variety of games
running. If you haven’t seen the sign-up sheet, contact Steve
Proud for details.
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Attention All GM’s
The Committee would like to request that that any GM who
is unable to attend Club makes sure that the Games Coordiniator is informed as soon as possible so that the Games
Coordinator can contact the players and make any other arrangements necessary.

Cancelled
The Krymsworld LRP (Caveat Abutor) planned for December has
been cancelled. Anyone who has paid a deposit should contact the
Refs.
A big

is due to Liz for taking over a game at very short notice last session
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The third Edition rules for Vampire: The Masquerade aren’ t so much an
updated set of rules so much as they are a
repackaging of the core material. And
about time it was done too. The World
of Darkness setting has been growing and
adding background det ails for over a decade now and as a result it was becoming
hard to remember where to find a particular ruling or creature grouping.
The Reorganisation
As anyone who played under the
second edition rules knows, the core material needed for playing had become
scattered over hal f a dozen books, if you
didn’ t know precisely where to look in order to find something then it
could be a long search to locate it. However this problem has now been
recti fied. The new edition places the information needed to play a member of each of the thirteen clans in one place.
The book is roughly divided into two parts, a player’ s bit and a
Storyteller’ s bit. But as each chapter covers a set topic there are generally
no clear divisions between the two, apart from in one or two places. The
majority of the material can be used by anyone.
The player’ s part of the book covers the Masquerade, vampiric
society in general, the clans and character creation. This section also covers the first five l evels of the di fferent Disciplines used by the clans. The
higher levels, those normally out of player character reach, are covered
elsewhere (not in this book). The Storytellers section covers the rule systems used and how to construct a story. An appendix gives notes on the
different belief systems employed by the more inhuman clans, and covers
the merits and flaws optional rules.
The book only lightly touches on the two main political groupings
of vampiri c society – the Camerilla and the Sabbat, but separate books are
available that cover each of these in more detail.
The Rules
There is very little change to be found in the rule m echani cs them-

selves. Some abilities have been altered slightly or amalgamated, for example the performance skill replaces acting, singing and dancing skills, with these becoming specialities of the
skill. Also each ability now has a brief story example of it’ s use to go with it. However most
of the changes are small enough that you need to have an encyclopaedic memory to notice
them.
The most noticeable set of changes is in the combat system. The first is in initiative.
Under second edition rules this was decided by rolling a number of dice equal to your combined Wits & Alertness scores, counting the number of 4+’ s rolled and subtracting any 1’ s.
Now it is a roll of a single d10 added to your total Dexterity and Wits scores. Actions are declared from the lowest score up but are taken in descending order of scores. So the person
with the highest score has a chance to listen to what other people are doing and plan their action according to what others do.
As is becoming standard across the range of Storyteller system games combat damage
has been modi fied. Under the second edition rules there were two types of dam age that could
be taken, “ lethal” and “ aggravated”. Lethal damage covered everything from fists to gunshot
wounds while aggravated dam age had a supernatural component to it that made it harder to
heal and only by supernatural creatures. The change that has been put into place is to split
lethal damage into two parts – bashing and lethal. Bashing damage covers fists and similar
attacks and normal humans can attempt to soak it on their Stamina score to negate it while
vampires take a reduced amount of damage from this type of attack. Lethal damage covers
bullets, swords and other weapons and is unsoakable by normal humans but vampires can attempt to soak it.
The Setting
The biggest change in the new edition is in the setting itself. In all of their gam es
White Wolf have given hints of a nightmare future where the prot agonists have lost the fight.
These are known by di fferent names (in Vampire it’ s Gehenna) but are all similar in tone.
Here the first steps are taken towards kick-starting the Storyteller line by indicating that Gehenna is approaching fast. As a result the tone of the background material is a lot darker. A
lot of things have happened in the time gap between the release
of the second and third editions and are reflected here.
The most obvious indicator of this is the list of “ Signs of
the End Times” from the Book of Nod (the vampiric equivalent
of the Bible). But several other things are scattered throughout
the book that indicates to players familiar with the setting how
things have change. Examples are: the breaking of the Tremere
blood curse upon them by the Assamites, the mysterious disappearance of every single Tremere antitribu on the same night, the
defection of the Gangrel from the Camerilla, the change in leadership of the Inquisition. The final nights are at hand, and the
world has become a more dangerous place.
- Steve Proud

Naked, unarmed, and pretty thoroughly humiliated by the past
night'
s actions by the party, I wasn'
t enitely sure what to do. I
was easy prey for the orcs stalking these woods, and my mind
had been pretty thoroughly blasted by Sarra'
s death and the violent drama I'
d just escaped. So it was that, when the glowing,
shimmery form of a tall elven male appeared before me, bearing a familiar suit of mail and holding a familiar weapon, I
evinced very little surprise.
"Raven, is it?" I asked. "I'
m sorry, but I seem to have
made a bit of a hash of things."
"Fear not, mortal," boomed the ghost, melodramatically.
"Your destiny is set, and your path unchangeable. You shall
take up this weapon, and wear this mail, and you shall be the
avenger."
I sank to my knees, wearily.
"You," I said, "have got to be kidding, you pretentious,
point-eared git."
I'
d never seen a ghost do a double-take before (actually, I'
d
seen damned few ghosts, period, but that'
s as may be), but the
spectre seemed to stop short and stare at me in perplexity.
"You'
re not supposed to say that," he said, plaintively.
"Oh, sorrrrry, elf-boy, I am so far beyond sticking to
your stupid script it isn'
t even funny." I glared at him. "So I
rogered your girlfriend and now she'
s dead, and I'
m supposed to
take up the Sword of Justice and avenge her, huh? Well find
yourself another chump, buddy..."
As you can see, I was way too tired and disgusted to be especially fearful.
Raven didn'
t take it well.
"You ignore the call to vengeance, mortal?" he demanded. "Our shades shall haunt you forever, dogging your

every step, invading your dreams, filling your every waking
hour with --"
"Oh, I'
m shakin'
," I said. "I so scared of the scary elfghost. Don'
t you think we have exorcists back home, numbskull? The Lethandans would love to banish you to some
nether dimension. So lay off, will you?"
Raven frowned.
"Are you saying you won'
t avenge me or Sarra?"
"You win a cookie," I said. "I just want to go home, get
drunk and get laid, in that order. Get lost!."
He took a new tack. "What if I ask you nicely?"
"No dice," I said, but I think my expression gave me
away.
Raven'
s ghost dropped the sword and mail, and fell to his
knees, hands held out beseechingly. "Please?"
I glared. "No."
He spread his arms out, as if he was about to be nailed to a
wall by a fanatical Kyborist witch-hunter. "Pleeeeeeeease?"
"NO!" T his was getting bloody annoying.
"PLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEASE??????"
"Gods damn it!" I roared. "I'
ll avenge you, you pastyfaced git! Just shut up!"
Raven returned to his former, calm state. "T ake up sword
and mail," he intoned, all seriousness once more. "Avenge me.
Avenge my land. Avenge my people."
"Dammit, I asked you to shut up!"
Not wanting to press his luck, Raven vanished, leaving me
with both mail, which I donned, along with the arming coat
which he had thoughtfully provided, and sword, which I buckavenger of everyled on. Okay, okay, I was the @#
thing that was right and good.
Now what?

For those of you who like fairy tales, Mr Regan has submitted the next part of what

It was a nasty night. Gale force winds
were shoving a bank of water heavy
clouds before them and rain lashed with
the ferocity of hailstones. Apart from one
or two buses, nothing moved in the town.
Everyone was indoors trying to stay warm
on this winter’ s night, even the usual
number of stray dogs had ceased their
eternal wanderings in an attempt to find
shelter.
About fifteen miles away a lone machine
sped along the road and seemingly oblivious to the weather the motorcycle was
clocking near to ninety. Its exhaust note
rose in challenge to the elements around it
as if seeking to intimidate its way through
the conditions. Its rider appeared to be
tall, almost to tall for his mount, and
wearing some heavy duty leathers, they
would certainly keep the weather out but
looked as if they had seen much better
days. Clad all in black the rider didn’t
seem bothered by the weather and almost
seemed to be ignoring it, his bike seemed
to move in anticipation of each gust; moving very little as the winds assaulted it.
As the storm neared intensity a figure
moved out of the shadows near the edge
of town. The figure was certainly over
six foot tall but seemed to blend into the

darkness as he moved. Another figure
followed, slightly shorter than the first but
with more apparent grace. As the second
moved away a third appeared very similar
in size to the second. The third figure
moved stealthily away, stopping to cock
an ear into the wind as if hearing something above the wind, then shaking its
head it stepped after the others, disappearing into the darkness once more.
The rider moved through the town looking for a place to park his bike, he looked
at ease with his surroundings, riding with
an ease that suggested he knew the place
well. T he rider nodded to himself and
pulled his machine to a halt outside a
small pub and as he parked his bike he
glanced at the pub and the corner of his
eyes crinkled as if he was smiling inside
the helmet. His gaze carried across to the
sign outside the building, a simple sign
with three barrels on it, proclaiming the
pub is called T he T uns.
Across the other side of the small town
centre three shadowy figures move towards a night-club, a sign outside proclaims it as T he Park, the figures glance at
each other and nod. As they step towards
the club they walk into the light and each
figure is clearly defined, T he tallest figure
stands inches over six foot, his figure is

broad hinting at strength but something in
his step exudes confidence and a possibility of speed. The second figure steps out
of the gloom, a tall lithe figure, she moves
with all the grace of a stalking panther
and her body language hints at a similar
finale to this walk. The third figure appears to be about the same size as the second, and as he walks towards the club, his
step measured and purposeful, not a
graceful walk but somehow unstoppable.
As the three walk into the entrance for the
club, a bouncer steps forward, tall, broad,
looking immovable as he says “ Sorry, no
jeans allowed!”
The last of the three to enter walks up to
the bouncer and without warning drives
his knee into the bouncer’ s nuts. As the
bouncer starts to drop the knee again rises
smashing his nose and rendering him unconscious. It has happened so fast that
no-one has had a chance to register what
is happening. T he female grabs hold of
the bouncer, stuffs him through the cloakroom hatch, then turns to address the
other two. “ Come on then. Men! Always
keep you waiting!” The last is said with a
tight grin, obviously a joke between them.
Three figures enter the club, no one has
noticed the absence of a bouncer or that
two of the new entries are wearing jeans.
The tall figure forces his way to the bar,
almost absentmindedly pushing people
out of his way. As a barmaid walks past,
obviously intent on another tas, a voice
rumbles “ two double Jack and cokes and

a black Russian, please.” T he barmaid
starts pouring the drinks without thinking
and passes them over to a tall man with a
long ponytail of brown hair hanging over
one shoulder. He appeared to be wearing
a black leather bike jacket, not the usual
sort she considered after putting the
drinks on the bar, “ That’ s nine ninety,
please” she said. The man looked around
and spotting a bouncer. “ He’ ll pay,” he
says pointing to the bouncer as he picked
up the glasses and walked off.
The drinks are passed around. “ Cheaz,
Mark” says the woman, a hint of an accent in her voice. “ No worries, they are on
the house” comes the reply as Mark
smiles to himself “ admittedly the house
doesn’t know yet, but they’ ll find out
soon”.
“ Not again,” says the third figure over the
strains of Shania T wain, “ why the hell did
we come in here anyway?”
“ Don’ t worry, Dave” replies the woman
as an evil glint appeared in her eyes, “ it’ ll
be a laugh.”
Mark smiled, as if looking forward to
what was to come.
“ I’ m not worried Vicky, but it takes ages
to get the bits out of my hair!” Dave complained.
“ That’ s '
cos you are a shortarse, and you
get splattered more easily” Mark said
grinning.
Dave smiled in return and solemnly raised
his middle finger in salute.
On the other side of town a figure walked

through the door of The T uns, pulling his
helmet off as he moved.
“ Usual?” came the shout from behind the
bar.
“ Yeah, please” came the reply, “ I’ d kill
for a coffee as well, if you wouldn’ t
mind?”
“ On the hard stuff again?” joked the barman as he set down a shot glass and
pulled a mug off the glasses shelf which
bore the statement ‘Emergency Caffeine,
Please add more’.
The barman moved away to make a brew
as the figure seated himself and eyed the
short in front of him briefly before downing it in a single movement. A brief sigh
of satisfaction followed and he sat staring
at the empty glass, lost somewhere in
thought.
“ Want another?” the barman broke him
out of his reverie.
“ Silly question” came the reply, “ and
stick us a double in that coffee.” Another
glass arrived followed moments later by a
mug of steaming black coffee,
“ Nice night,” the barman stated in a
slightly sarcastic tone.
“ Bollocks!” came the reply, “ although its
only nasty when you crank up to over a
ton, then it gets a little hairy!”
The barman smiled; anyone riding on a
night like this had to be crazy and going
over a ton was either complete loony or
genius, and he considered Jack to be a
combination of the two. As he thought
this, he let his eyes roam over his friend,
long black hair pulled back into a pony-

tail, grey eyes, a couple of days worth of
stubble. Not a bad looking face he considered, shame about the scar that ran from
just over his left eye down to his jawline,
That scar had ruined Jacks face, giving it
an almost demonic cast, but he knew well
that if you gave Jack a chance and ignored
his looks he was a genuine mate.
As Jack warmed, he took off his long
leather coat and dumped it on the floor.
Underneath was what appeared to be a cut
off leather bike jacket was a heavy black
shirt. With the long coat on Jack looked
huge but once it was removed Jack wasn’t
broad at all, just tall with a reasonable
width to his shoulders. One of the other
regulars had once stated that “ there was
more meat on a butchers pencil then on
Jack” .
In the Park a bouncer is talking to a barmaid and shaking his head, “ I don’t know
him, never seen him before.”
“ Well, he said that you’ d pay”
“ Did he really? Well, I’ d better go and
have a little chat with him then,” the
bouncer replied in a cocky tone of voice,
conveying a message of no problem.
Vicky nudged Mark in the ribs and nodded in the direction of the bouncer heading in their direction. Mark glanced once
and smiled. T here was no warmth in that
smile, just an eagerness.
The bouncer walked up to Mark. Ignoring
the other two he said, “ What the #@$*
are you up to? Who do you think you
are?”
Mark grinned again, “ Thanks for the

drinks,” he said downing what was in his
glass. He turned to put his glass on a table and suddenly the bouncer made a grab
for his shoulder.
“ Don’ t turn your back on me!” the
bouncer snarled.
As Mark turned back he slammed his
right hand into the bouncer’ s gut, his fingers extended like steel rods punching
through the bouncer’ s shirt and stomach
muscles. The bouncer’ s mouth opened in
silent agony; the blow had winded him
and he couldn’t make a noise but both of
his hands gripped Mark’ s wrist trying to
stop him. With a heave of his shoulders
Mark forced his arm inwards and upwards, lifting the bouncer off the floor
while his hand ripped through internal
organs. The diaphragm followed by gripping the bouncers heart and ripping it
back out of the bouncer’ s jerking body.
He held the heart in front of the bouncer,
then grinned and took a huge bite out of
the still beating heart. As the bouncer slid
to the floor, blood seeping from every
orifice, Mark grinned at the other two.
Gore and blood staining his clothing and
his face was smeared in blood. He tossed
the remains of the heart at a group near
the door and started to move towards the
dancefloor. Vicky smiled and moved towards stairs leading up to a balcony and
Dave moved to cover the door.
Jack glanced up as a police siren rent the
night with a scream. “ Typical,” he
thought, every time something decent
comes on the jukebox something spoils it.

He nodded to the barman and wandered
off into the other side of the pub. As he
passed the jukebox he stopped briefly,
rested his hand on top of the machine and
appeared to be checking the songs listed
on it. Momentarily his eyes widened
slightly and he nodded fractionally before
moving on towards the pool table.
A police van screeched to a halt in front
of the Park and two policemen got out.
They noticed there was none of the usual
muffled music coming out of the pub.
Unconcerned, they walked up towards the
front doors which suddenly burst open as
a headless body came flying out. The
body missed both of the coppers as they
ducked into cover behind a collection of
wheelie bins close by. One copper was
overcome as he looked at the body, it
looked like it had belonged to as young
girl out for the night, probably in her late
teens and dressed in very little for such a
cold night. As his eyes came to rest on
where the head had been, with long tendrils of flesh mingled with bits of bone
and sinew above the breastbone, he realised the head had been ripped off. His
partner began to vomit helplessly as he, a
slightly more experienced man, knew he
needed support and immediately started
shouting into his radio.
Back in the T uns Jack was happily playing pool. It appeared that he was one of
the luckiest players alive, long plants,
doubles and triples all missing their apparent targets only to drop into another

pocket. As people were watching this
display, Jack had the good grace to look
embarrassed about some the shots he
was pulling off, which just proved to
those who regularly played against him
that his acting was getting better. Jack
had always played like this and constantly seemed to be confused about just
how the shots were going in. He had
been known to pot the most difficult
shots possible and then miss a simple
straight shot. He was good to watch
though. Suddenly as the music faded
towards the end of the song the night
came alive with the sound of sirens.
Police and ambulance as far as people
could gather but there was a lot of them.
Jack racked for the next game but
looked a little distracted. As his opponent broke off Jack said, “ Hold the fort,
I’ ll be back in a mo,” and headed towards the toilets.

roll.” They headed towards the entrance
and the massive amount of waiting
armed police.

In the toilets Jack stepped into a cubicle
and stared into the water contained in
the bowl. After a few moments a faint
picture began to form. As it became
more solid Jack could make out the front
of the Park, a night-club only a short
distance away surrounded by police cars
and officers; some appeared to be in riot
gear and while others were from the
Armed Response Unit. “ What is going
on?” he asked himself. “ Something I
may be able to help with? … Well, why
not.” Slowly he straightened up from
looking into the bowl and raised his left
hand. A faint blue nimbus flickered
briefly and a short sword appeared in his
hand. When he repeated the process
with his right hand, a long slightly
curved blade appeared. Jack immediIn the Park only three figures moved. ately fastened them onto his belt and
Bodies and parts of bodies lay every- walked out. Ignoring the pool room he
where, blood ran down walls and slowly stooped to pick up his long leather coat,
congealed in puddles on the dance floor. settled it onto his shoulders and said to
Even the air in the place seemed to have the barman “ Shaun, a situation has come
a faint red tinge to it and the smell of up, I’ ll be back soon. Could you call
blood and excrement filled the air. Kate and tell her they are needed in
Vicky looked at Dave and said “ Its Whitehaven, thanks.” Without waiting
T ime.” Dave’ s answering grin was vi- for a reply he walked out of the pub.
cious. He whistled shrilly and as Mark Shaun sighed and reached for the
looked over he lifted his arm and tapped ‘phone.
his watch. Mark nodded, all three
reached for mobile phones and as one,
dialled out. A few moments later a muffled explosion was heard, three grins
appeared and Dave said “ OK time to
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“The Prince is dead.
Long Live the
Prince”
Any bets on how long,
with this lot in town?

“ A little boring investigation to start. But at
least it’ s a nice place
for a holdiay…
..honestly… ”
Attention all MechWarriors! Co mbat
drop onto Marduk
commencing in 5…
4… 3… 2...
“ You can have
everything you want,
but I’ m not betting
you’ ll make it”
- Newton

GM: S teve P
Trevor, Colin, Kate,
Penny, Gary

GM: S teve H
Liz, John,
Andrew, Scoot

GM: Geoff
Chris, Steve T,
Reggs, Paul C

GM: Newton
Fedge, Reg,
Paul L, Barry

If there’s a game you want to see run, or even run,… see the FRP Games Coordinator
(Steve Proud) and sign up. If you want to run, but are unsure of the in’s and out’s of
running a game, there are GMs who can assist you in planning and running your campaign. See Steve for details, or to sign up to help for a particular system if you want to
help out.

Next Session begins:
2nd October 2000

